FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Curo Financial Technologies (Speedy Cash) Selects Lightstat for Energy Management
System and LED Lighting
Barkhamsted, CT – March 30, 2017 – Curo Financial Technologies has selected Lightstat to provide LED lighting upgrades and complete Energy
Management Systems for over 400 of their short-term loan and financial services facilities throughout the US and Canada. To date, Lightstat has
furnished over 280 Speedy Cash locations with Energy Management Systems controlled by the eStat connected thermostat, with the remaining stores
to be completed in 2017.
“The Lightstat solution was selected by Curo due to its competitive pricing as well as the built-in security of its EMS software which is critical to a
company that provides financial services,” said Scott Ward, Manager of Building Systems Integration, Curo Financial Technologies. The Energy
Management System is driven by powerful web based energy management software to collect, view, analyze and log historical data and operational
characteristics at a system level. 256-bit encrypted communications offer secure remote monitoring capabilities. Key features of the system include
continuous real time monitoring, condition alerts, data collection and remote access.
In addition to Energy Management, Curo is also installing Lightstat LED Lighting products to help in further reducing energy consumption and meet
safety, security environmental and lighting level requirements. LED lighting upgrades include outdoor LED light fixtures and indoor LED retrofit kits for
existing fluorescent fixtures. Lightstat’s LED series complements Lightstat’s Automated Lighting Control (ALC) Systems and Title 24 compliant Dimming
Panels, providing an integrated solution to better serve customers in optimizing overall environmental performance.
“It’s exciting to serve the leading technology platform for short-term lending,” said Scott Loveland, Lightstat’s Vice President of Sales and Marketing.
“We look forward to continuing to support Curo Financial Technologies with a comprehensive energy management solution that maintains optimal
environmental performance.”

About Lightstat
Lightstat is an Environmental Control industry leader, enabling business with intuitive, integrated and automated thermostat and lighting control systems
for over 32 years. Backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty, the Lightstat facility management product network reduces energy consumption, improves
energy efficiency and optimizes overall environmental performance. Lightstat provides easy to use, customizable and scalable solutions to create a
pleasing facility environment for employees, customers and visitors. All Lightstat products are proudly designed and manufactured in the USA. Lightstat
is a GSA approved vendor.
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